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 Nowadays, many people are struggling with finding their identity or personality traits. Many 
things may cause us to not know ourselves but in my case I did not have any  opportunity to 
think about this topic and also more or less I hide the real me in front of others and this 
makes me confused about who I really am. In my Global perspectives class, we made a 
mandala and rethought who we are. We asked ourselves and other people around us to 
identify the inside of us and outside of us. From this task I was able to find out who I really 
am, what the others think of myself and what affected or changed my identity to what I have 
now. 
 
 In my mandala there are two sided, sun and shadow side which the sun sides represents 
my outer identity and the shadow side represents my identity that I do not show to other 
people. For my sun side, I chose Crescent Moon for the design which symbolizes new 
beginnings and the making of dreaming into reality. I thought this shape will be suitable to 
show the sun side of myself because I have moved schools a lot in my life because of my 
parents’ job. I had a lot of new beginnings such as making new friends in a totally different 
environment and learning things with a language that I am not familiar with. Learning or 
starting new things made me feel really displaced and to hope that I could have done better 
but as I practice more, it made me achieve the goal that I had. Therefore, Crescent Moon fits 
what I experiences. Also, I coloured it with yellow and orange which stands for joy, 
happiness and energy and also I made the outer circle blue which stands for peace.  
 
 One of the symbols I chose on the sun side is dolphin which represents trust, loyalty, spirit 
of friendship. Dolphin is really gentle and intelligent animals which cooperate within the 
group so it symbolise them. I think this symbol represents me because it shows my 
positiveness in making new friends, honest attitude towards others and how I trust my 
friends a lot. These were formed because even though I move a lot since when I was young 
and I had to let go of many things, memories and friends never go away and so I think 
friends are the really important thing. This is why I prefer collectivism more than individualism 
at school. Also, many of my friends said in the survey that I am trustworthy. I think I am loyal 
to everyone because not only I am bad at hiding things but also I feel really guilty after hiding 
things when I do bad things. 
 
 The pink flower on the top is cherry blossoms which is a Japanese national flower and also 
as a tradition, Japanese believe that it is the symbol of purity, calmness and gracefulness. 
Like a cultural norm in Japan which I got enculturation from my surrounding society, I think I am 
shy compared to my friends here. From the perspective of deep cultures of Japan, it is not a 
good thing to protest or say my opinion a lot because people think that it is selfish. Also, I am 
often hyper but on the other hand am really calm in many situations. Many people including 
my mum answered I am calm and observe before taking actions on the survey or interview. I 
am calm inside in order not to go to a wrong way and also I observe first and think if it is the 
right thing to do and make an action therefore, I agree with these opinions. 
 
 The purple flower under the dolphin is called Lupine. Japanese believe that this is a symbol 
of happiness, creativity and imagination. I can relate to this because I think I am a positive 
thinker which leads me to how I believe in free will than determinism and always happy. 
From my personality traits I am energetic and happy which many of my friends mentioned 
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when I asked about myself. I think I got this positiveness and happiness from the growing 
environment not from nature. My parents are really hyper and funny all the time so we never 
stop laughing at home. From the aspect of imagination, I like imagining things in my free 
time. At last, I have been learning ballet for almost a decade and I love being on stage or 
performing in front of people which increased my creativity and changed my personality 
significantly. I became more outgoing and also I learnt how wonderful it is to share my 
happiness of dancing. 
 
 Moving on to the shadow side, I have two symbols which are Marigold and Gaura that 
represents my hidden side of my identity. I drew them in a night sky because it represents 
the unknown side of myself.  
 
 First symbol is Marigold which is a beautiful yellowish orange coloured flower. In Japan, is a 
symbol of Jealousy, despair, grief, loneliness. The reason why I chose this for shadow side 
is because many people did not mention the non positive part of myself in the survey. I often 
feel jealous of my friends’ talents or the things that they have achieved but I do not show it to 
the others. Also I sometimes feel lost, desperate or lonely because I feel like there is no one 
who can help me when there are things that I have to do but I cannot really do it or there are 
too many things to do in a small amount of time. I prefer Individualism when I am in 
situations. I do a lot of activities in school and outside school which makes me difficult to 
finish all my tasks on time and so, I often sleep late to finish all of them. When I am in the 
situation I feel like I am in a darkness but feel like I can not tell this to others in order not to 
make them worry at the same time.  
 
 Last symbol of all is, Gaura lindheimeri which represent a personality that hate to lose but 
you are also really straight and do not fake your feelings and kind to others. This one of the 
Hanakotoba in Japan. Hanakotoba directly means flower word which tells the traditional 
meaning of the flower. I think I can relate to this because, I really hate to lose in many topics. 
This is because of the deep culture of Japan which is really eager in education. For example, 
I hate to be the second in test especially the topics that I am good at such as math and 
science. Even though I do not get a higher score than others, I still respect others and do not 
do something mean but I start working harder instead. I also relate to the part where I do not 
fake my feelings. When I was young, I used to say whatever I think straightly to others which 
made them really annoyed. From that experience, I became more careful about what I say 
but still, when I feel someone is doing something wrong, I tell them what I think because bad 
things are bad things and it should not be continued. These examples above shows that I 
really hate to lose but care about others instead of hating them. 
 
 As a conclusion, in this mandala assessment I get to know more clearly about myself. Also 
by interviewing or asking my friends online, I learned the other side of me and what my 
friends think of myself. This made me an opportunity to change my perspectives much wider. 
I understood that many of my and others’ identity are formed by nurture and there are 
reasons why they think the way they do. I want to see the people around me in other 
perspective and also make an opportunity to think about myself more often.  
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